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Abstract: We developed the systeas for grow
ing highly pure uraniua compounds to study their 
intrinsic physical properties. Uraniua aetal was 
zone refined under low contamination conditions 
as far as possible. Chemical analysis of the 
purified uraniua was performed using the induc
tive coupled plasma emission spectrometry! ICP). 
The problem that emission spectra of the uraniua 
conceal those of analyzed impurities was settled 
by extraction of the uranium using tri-n-butyl-
phosphate(TBP). The result shows that some 
metallic impurities such as Pb, Mn, Cu etc. 
evaporated by the r.f. heating and other usual 
metallic impurities moved to the end of rod with 
molten zone. Therefore, we conclude that the 
zone refining technique is much effective to the 
removal of metallic impurities and we obtained 
highly purified uranium metal of 99.99X up with 
regard to metallic impurities. Using the puri
fied uranium, we attempted to grow a highly pure 
uranium-titanium single crystal. 

Key words: Uranium, ICP, TBP, zone refining, 
purification, crystal growth 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, the actinide elements and their 
compounds are attracting much attention of many 
researchers. Major attention on one side arises 
from the nuclear fuel technology[1]. That is the 
treatment of nuclear wastes whose main problem 
is evoked by the actinide elements contained. 
Several solutions are proposed such as their 
recycling into the nuclear fuel, the annihila
tion through some nuclear reactions and the 
creation of new useful materials from them. As 
the actinide elements are the last elements left 
for human beings, the last solution may give us 
a possibility to realize one of our. dream, 
namely, synthesizing new innovative materials. 

Another attention on other aide arises from 
a basic theory of the solid state physics in 

connection with the so-called f-electrons. Main 
problem in the solid state physics is how to de
scribe the state of electrons. Up to now, two 
extreme cases, namely localized and itinerant 
states, are successfully explained by the 
localized electron model and the free electron 
model, respectively. However, the electronic 
state just between these extreme states has not 
been explained well enough yet. 

The 4f electron system such as those in the 
rare-earth compounds bad been considered as the 
typical localized system until a few ten years 
ago, because the 4f electrons sink deeply inside 
other outer electron shells. However, in such 
the 4f electron system, many anomalous phenomena 
which are called as valence fluctuation state or 
dense Hondo state were observed. These phenomena 
indicate that even the 4f electron system is not 
the typical localized state. In the actinide 
compounds, their 5f electrons extend to outer 
electron shell compared to the 4f electrons of 
the rare-earth elements, and itinerant charac
ter of the 5f electron becomes stronger. There
fore, the 5f electron system is regarded as a 
bridge between the free and localized electron 
model and its investigation will lead to the 
comprehensive understandings of the electron 
state and the basic solid state physics. In 
this sense, the research of the actinide com
pounds is very important[2]. 

To advance in the research fields mentioned 
above, we need target materials with high quali
ty because even small amounts of impurities 
would conceal their intrinsic properties. 

Uraniua and its compounds are considered to 
be the entrance to study of actinide elements, 
because of large available quantity and very 
weak toxicity and radioactivity compared to 
other actinide elements. Therefore, we initiat
ed our study by purifying the uraniua metal and 
then contemplated growing single crystals of its 
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Abstract: lIe developed the systeas for grow-
ing higbly pure uran主u・coapoundsto study their 
intrinsic pbysical properties. Uraniu・・etalwas 
zone refined under low conta.ination cond主tions
as far as þOssi~le. Che・ical 卸 alysis of t!Ie 
puriCied町制iu・W阻 perfor・edusing the induc-
tive coupled plaaaa e・i田 ionspectroaetry( ICP). 
The problea that e・issionspectra of tbe uraniua 
conceal those of analyzed ・Ipuritieswas settled 
by extraction of the uraniu・usingtri-n-butyl-
phosphate(TBP). The result sbo田 that 110・e
aetallic ・，purities such as Pb， Mn， cu etc. 
evaporated by tbe" r.f. heating and other usual 
・etallic ・purities・ovedto the end of rod with 
aolten zone. TT.erefore， we conclude th.t tbe 
zone refining technique is ・，ucheffective to the 
re・ovalof・etallic 泊，puritiesand lIe obtained 
highly purified uraniu・田talof 99.99% up省ith
regard to・etallic ・purities. Using the turi-
fied uraniua， we atte・tttedto gro... a bighly pure 
uraniua-titaniu・singlecrystal. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently， the actinide ele・ents回 dtheir 
coapounds are attracting ・uchattention of・any
researchers.河ajorattention on one side arises 
fro・thenuclear fuel technology[l]. Th.t is tbe 
treat.ent of nuclear wastes wbose ・ainproble・
is evoked by the actinide ele・ents contained. 
Several solutions are proposed sucb as their 
recycling into the nuclear fuel， tbe ll!lDihila-
tion througb s。酔 nuclear reactions and tbe 
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connection 叫 tbthe so-called トelectron8. Main 
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compounds with high quality, using the highly 
purified uranium metal. 

The purification of uraniua petal was per-
foraed by two step processes. One is the zone 
refining aethod which is effective for -the 
reduction of Metallic iapurities concentration, 
and the other is the electrotransport aethod 
which is used for the reaoval of interstitial 
iapurities such as gaseous iapurities[3,4]. The 
detailed story of purification process will be 
described elsewhere[5). 

The ratio of resistivity at rooa teapera-
ture and that at the beliua temperature, the ao 
called r.r.r.f residual resistivity ratio) , is 
often used to check the quality of purified 
aetal as a convenient aethod. However, its 
analysis is very coaplicated as aany origins 
which scatter the electrons, such as iapuri-
ties, defects, dislocation etc. contribute to 
it. Froa the standpoint that the uraniua aetal 
is a raw aaterial for the concerned uraniua 
coapounds, the cheaical analysis of each eleaent 
included in the uraniua as iapurities is de
sirable. In this paper, we will present the 
cheaical analysis of purified uraniua using the 
inductive coupled plasma spectrometry{ICP). 

Moreover, we will briefly Bention our 
effort to grow qualified uraniua coapounds using 
the purified uraniua aetal. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Development of Instruaents 

First of all, we deterained to purify the 
uraniua by the zone refining technique and the 
electrotransprot aethod. 

The uraniua is cheaically very active and 
easy to oxidize even in a high vacuua. Figure 1 
shows the standard free energy, AG° for the 
foraation of its dioxide, U09.[6,7*8J The oxygen 
partial pressure, P Q, equilibrating witii IK>2 at 
about 1400K is estiaated to be froa 10~ 3 0 to 10" 

ata. In the aeantiae, the reported equilibri-
ua oxygen dissociation pressure, P v o is about 
10~ 8 ata at HOOK, although is strongly depends 
on the x in U02 + x. 

These aentioned above indicate that the 
high degree of vacuua is needed to get rid of ' 
picking up oxygen in the course of the uraniua 
treatment. However, the available technology 
could not realize such a high vacuua at present. 

Figure 2 shows the reported vapor pressure 
of the uraniua aetal and the uranium dioxide, 
UC>2.[7&8] The vapor pressure of the uranium 
aetal at its Belting point is 1.2xl0-11 ata, 
namely, 1.5x10 Pa. The reported vapor pressure 
of the V02 at 1300K is about the aaae as shown 
in Fig. 2. Therefore, the realistic target of 
the vacuua will be that better than 10'VPa. We 
set our target of the vacuua of our apparatuses 
to be better than 10"jjPa as a base pressure and 
to be better than 10"°Pa as a working pressure. 

TBMPBRATURB C O 

Fig. 1 Standard free energy of formation of 
oxides[6t7] 

Fig. 2 Vapor presau.-e of uranium and uraniua 
oxides[7*8] 
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Fig. 3 Developed zone refining apparatus 
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Table 1 Features of developed apparatuses 
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Figure 1 also shows that aluaina and magne-
sia crucibles are not suitable for the uranium-
melting. Looking into the phase diagraas, it is 
found that the aolten uraniua is almost incom-
patible with any aetals and refractory com-
pounds. The experiences accumulated up to now 
suggest that the only water-cooled copper hearth 
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Fig. 4 Developed electrotransport instrument 

is compatible with the aolten uraniua. The 
floating zone technique or the adoption of the 
water-cooled copper hearth is the only choice 
for the zone refining. However, the self-Bus-
tainability of the Belted part of uraniua was 

uncertain and the drop-off of the Belted uraniua 
will cause serious problems. So, we adopted the 
water-cooled copper hearth. 

With regard to the heat source, there are 
several choices, each of which has advantages 
and disadvantages. The possibility of contamina
tion with the tungsten Bakes us discard the 
electron beam Belting. Also, the optical heating 
system appears to be difficult to stand together 
with the high vacuus system at present. For 
these reasons, we decided that the r.f. heating 
system is the best choice at present. 

Figures 314 depict the schema of the de
veloped r.f. heating zone refining apparatus and 
the electrotransport instrument. Table 1 shows 
the major features of these instruments. A 
special copper-made hearth was developed to 
enable the r.f.-power to enter the uraniua metal 
effectively through the electrically-conductive 
copper hearth. The hearth developed is complete
ly compatible with the required high vacuus. 

2.2 Purification of Uraniua 

The uraniuB metal whose content of impuri
ties is shown in Table 2 was zone refined sever
al times in a high vacuus or in a highly pure 
helium environment. Jn the course of the experi-
aent, it was found that the aolten part of the 
uranium became thermally unstable due to the 
interaction with the water-cooled copper hearth 
and the complicated interaction with the r.f.-
power supply. The introduction of helium into 
the systea stabilized the molten-part of the 
uranium substantially. 
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Table 2 Iapurity content in starting uraniua 
in aass ppa 

Al It c to ra so >k SS Ti SS 
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Si It Ca tt Ma SS Sa SS Zr BS 

Also, it was found that the pretreataent of 
uranius aetals and sequentially proper treataent 
were iaportant for the success of the zone 
refining. 

The uraniua aetal was purified as follows; 
A. Melting in an ultra high vacuus. 
B. Zone refining of several tiaeB in an ultra 

high vacuua. 
C. Zone refining of several tiaes in a heliua 

gaB environaent of one ataosphere. 
D. Cutting down the end side of 1/3 of urani-

ua rod. 
E. Zone refining of several tiaes in an ultra 

high vacuua. 
F. Zone refining of several tiaes in heliua 

gas ataosphere. 
G. Annealing. 

The details of the zone refining process will be 
reported elsewhere[5]. 

The purified part of the uranius aetal was 
then solid state electrolysized in the electro-
transport instruaent for about one week just 
below the Belting point. 

2.3 Analysis of Purity 

He aeasured the electrical conductivity of 
the purified uraniuo in the teaperature range of 
4.2K-300X. The degree of purity of the uraniua 
was priaarily judged by the so-called r.r.r., 
the resistivity ratio between at 300K and at 
4.2K. The cheaical analysis wss carried out by 
the ICP, inductive coupled plasaa eaisBion 
spectroscopy, technique. 

As the ICP is not suitable for the analysis 
of gaseous eleaents such as hydrogen, nitrogen, 
oxygen etc. we analyzed the uraniua aetal puri
fied by only zone refining process which is 
effective for reaoval of Metallic iapurities as 
said before. 

Analyzed parts of the purified uraniua are 
shown in Fig. 5 in relation to the zone refining 
process Mentioned above. The operating condi
tions of ICP are shown in Table 3. The uraniua 
aetals were solved in a heated nitric acid. The 
acid concentration was controlled to be 8H. The 
standard solution of the analyzed eleaents was 
also controlled to have the saae nitric acid 
concentration. Four kinds of the standard solu
tion, whose concentrations of the analyzed 
eleaentB are 0, 5, 10 and 15 ppa, were prepared. 

•tfttr tltt 1 
ksfliiiifCI 

••fttr •»•• I 

minmA h I 
\r—n.tm—i 

Ilia 

Fig. 5 Analyzed positions of uraniua aetal rods. 
See text about the step C, E and G. 

TABLE 3 Operating conditions of ICP 

Hitachi dual aonochroaator-ICPXAES-PX5200 
B.P.power 1 kW 
Argon gain flow rate 
Plasaa 12 1/ain. 
Nebulizar 0.5 1/ain. 
Auxiliary 0.5 1/ain. 
Observation height above coil 15 aa 
Slit width 
Spectroaeterl 30 At a 
Spectroaeter2 30/ta 

Grating 
Spectroaeterl 3600 grooves/a 
Spectroaeter2 1200 grooves/a 

To siaplify the analysis, we restricted the 
nuaber of analyzed eleaents by following condi
tions. 
1. Eleaents which is difficult to be analyzed 

by the ICP should be excluded. 
2. Eleaents whose cheaical properties are 

aiailar each other such as the rare-earth 
eleaents should be represented by a typi
cal eleaent. 

3. Eleaenta which is extracted by the TBP in 
large aaount, which will be explained 
later, should be excluded. 

Consequently, we chose the following eleaents. 
Al, Bi, Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, La, Lu, Ng, 

Ho, Ni, Pb, Pr, Sc, Si, Sn, Ti, V, N°, and Zn. 
The problea in the ICP analysis of the 

iapurities in the uraniua is that aany eaiasion 
spectra froa the uraniua conceal those froa the 
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was pri・町ilyjudged by the so-called r.r.r.， 
the resistivity ratio betlleen at 3001¥:創Hl at 
4.21¥:. The cbe・icalanalyais 11l1li carried out b" 
the ICP， inductive coupled pl踊闘帽illllion
spectroscopy， technique. 

As tbe ICP is not auitable for the岨 alyais
ot gaseous ele・entsaucb岨 b，.台。gen，nltrolen， 
oxy，en etc. lIe analyzed tbe uraniu・・etalpuri-
tied by only Z'One refining proceas IIhich ill 
effective tor re即時1ot・etallici.puritiell aa 
said before. 

Analyzed parta ot the purified uraniu・are
aholln in Fig. 5 in relation to the zone refining 
proceaa・entionedabove. The operatin， condi-
tions of ICP are IIhOWD in Table 3. The uranb皿・etalswere solved in a heated nitric acid. The 
acid concentration IIas control1ed to be 8M. The 
standard Bolut1on ot the an&lyzed ele・entsw&・
&lso controlled to have the saae nitric &cid 
concentrat1on. Four kinda of the standard 80111，-
tion， IIhose concentrationa of the analyzed 
ele・entsare O. 5， 10 and 15 pp・， IIere prepared. 

.aft.r .h， . 
a--

•• •• •• 

-・rt・F・t.，I 
as  

h・.11凶II[11nu‘

Fi，.5 Analyzed positiona of uraniu.・etalr由da.
See text about the atep C， E and G. 

TABLE 3 Operating conditi叩 sof ICP 

Hitachi dual・onocbro・ator-ICPlAES-Pl5200
R.P.power 1 kW 
Ar，on g~， tlow rate 

Plaaaa 12 1/.in. 
Nebulilllr 0.5 1/1・in.
Auxiliary 0.5 1/1・in.
ObaerYation hei，ht above coil 15・・
Slit widtb 

Spectroaeterl 30，11・
Spectro眠 ter2 30μ-

Grating 
Spectro・eterl 3600 ，roovea/l阻
SpectroJleter2 1200 grooves/ .. 

To ai・Iplifytbe analyais， we restricted the 
nuaber of阻 al，zedele・entaby to11owing condi-
tions. 

1. Ele酔 ntaIIhicb is difficult to be analyzed 
b， the ICP should be excluded. 

2. Ele田 ntsIIboae che.ical properties町 e
ai・ilareach other such回 therare-earth 
ele・entsshould be represented b， a typi-
cal ele・ent.

3. Ele田 ntawhich is extracted b" the TBP in 
large aaount， whicb IIill be explained 
later， should be excluded. 

Conaequently， we chose the Collowing ele・enta.
Al， Bi， Ca， Cd. Co， Cr， Cu， Fe， La， Lu， MC， 

Mo. Ni， Pb， Pr， 5c， Si， 5n， Ti， V， W，回dZn. 
The proble・in the ICP an&lysis ot the 

i圃Ipuri色iesin the uraniu・is tbat ・皿.ye・I8aion
spectra froa tbe uraniu・∞ncealthoae fro・the
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impurity elements. Therefore, the uranium was 
removed by the extraction Method using the 
TBP(Tri-n-butyI Phosphate). At first, the TBP 
was mixed with toluene in the ratio of I to 1, 
then the mixture was shaked with BH nitric acid 
solution to oake a preegulibium state. We ex
tracted the uraniua by the TBP twice. After the 
extraction, any uraniua in the solution could 
not be detected by both the ICP and the GM 
survey meter. The blank nitric acid solution of 
8M was prepared by the saae procedure as the 
uranium solution. 

The use of the TBP causes another problea, 
that is, the possibility of the extraction of 
impurity elements. So, we exanined the extrac
tion factor of the inpurity elements using the 
standard solution. The analyzed result of iapu-
rity was rectified by its factor. 

Using the purified uraniua as the starting 
aateriai and the apparatuses described above, 
we are now trying to grow highly pure uraniua 
compounds. One exaaple is the growth of the l',Ti 
single crystal. The tjjTi is thought to have 
interesting electric properties as is the com
pound between so-called the of arid the 3d 
elements. However, the UjjTi is the line compound 
and congruent but with a solid solution phase of 
the /S-Ti and the y-V at 1171K. So, the conven
tional melting techniques are not applicable to 
grow its single crystal with high quality. Ke 
are now zone-heating the compound and annealing 
for a substantial period in a high vacuum. 
Results of the characterization of the obtained 
crystal will be reported elsewhere[9]. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The concentration of the impurities in the 
zone refined uraniua metal is shown in Table 4. 
The result on the uranium before the zone refin
ing is also shown as comparison. The miniaua 
accuracy of the data is thought to be less than 
I ppm. The elements which can not be detected 
are not shown in Table 4. 

As deduced froa the zone refining of the 
rare-earth aetals, metallic impurities usually 
move to the end edge of a rod with the molten 
zone by the zone refining processing. That is 
attributed to the distribution factor of impuri
ties between the solid and the liquid phases 
being less than an unity. The typical elements 
are iron and nickel as depicted in Table 4. The 
elements whose concentration decrease totally by 
the zone refining, typical one is manganese, are 
thought to evaporate in the process of the zone 
refining in an ultra high vacuum. Behavior of 
copper exhibited the mixture of above two 
cases. 

Thus, the behaviors of almost the impuri
ties can be explained and the zone refining was 
confirmed to be effective for purification of 
the uranium metal as far as the metallic impu
rities are concerned. 

However, the behaviors of aluminum and 

calcium are strange. These two elements in
creased in their concentration after the zone 
refining. As for the calciua, we guessed that 
the TBP may be tht* origin of the contamination. 
Concerning the increase of aluminum concentra
tion, we can not identify the source at present. 

Adding up the concentration of the impuri
ties except for calcium and aluminum in the 
most purified peace (1 in Table 4), we obtained 
the value of 36.1 wt.ppa. Judging from this 
value, th."' total concentration of metallic 
impurities in the purified uranium is thought to 
be less than 100 sass ppm. Si. we think that the 
high purity uranium metal of 99.99 wt.X could be 
obtained. 

It is interesting to compare the :,.suit of 
chemical analysis with the r.r.r.. Figure 6 is 
the r.r.r. of the uranium acta! rod after the 
all zone refining processes. As stated before, 
the r.r.r. is influenced by the aatiy origins. 
However, the influences except for impurities 
are thought to be alaost the saae in every part 
of the uranium rod. Further, judging from the 
case of the zone refining of the rare-earth 
aetals, gaseous impurities such as oxygen, 
nitrogen etc. are thought to be hard to move. 
Therefore, we think that the r.r.r. reflects the 
concentration of metallic impurities to some 
extent. But, as the effects of substitutional 
metallic impurities on the electrical resistivi
ty will be smaller compared to that of intersti
tial gaseous impurities, the change of the 
r.r.r. is smaller than that inferred froa the 
decrease of iapurities concentration. Anyway, 

20rr 
t 

Fig. 6 The r.r.r. along uraniua metal rod puri
fied by the zone refining. The dotted line is 
guide for eyes. The r.r.r. of uraniua aetal 
before the zone refining is about ten. 
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E ・purity ele.ents. Therefore， the uraniu. was 
re.oved by the exlraction .ethod using the 
TBP(Tri-n-butyl PhosphateJ. 品t first， the TBP 
was ・ixed 耐 ithtoluene in the ratio of to 1， 
theh the mixture was shaked with B~ nitric acid 
50lution to lIake a pree(Julibiu・state. ¥;..ぞ>.-

tracted th.. uraniu・bythe TBP twice. Aft~r the 
extract ion， an)' uraniu. is the soJuUon coulcJ 
not bE' detected by both the ICP and the G!可

sur¥'ey ・eter.The bl~k nitric acid solution of 
B問 "as prepared by the sa.e procedure as t h .. 
uranium solution. 

The use o( the T8P causes another proble.， 
that is. thp possibility of the ..xtraction of 
illpuri ty eleJlllt.'nts. 50. we pxa園ined the extraぞー

tioh factor of the impurity ele..ents using the 
standard 501ution. The analyzpd result of ・pu-
rity was rectified by its factor. 

Using the purifi~d uraniu・asthe starting 
.aterial and the apparatuses described above. 
w{" are nO'" trying to gr-o，"， highly pure uraniu. 
co.pounds. One exa・pl..is the gro..:th of th(' r.，Ti 
single cryslal. Th.. I.'.，Ti is thοught to have 
interpsting elpctric properties as is the co・-
pound betwηen so-ca 11 ed the 5 f and the 3d 
elPllents. However、theU?Ti is the line co.pound 
and congruent but with a-solid solution phase of 
theβーTiand the y-u at 11711¥. So， the con"en-
tional・eltingtechniques are not applicable t。
grow its single crystal 百ith high quality. lIe 
are now zone-heating the compound and annealing 
for a substantial period in a bigh vacuu.. 
Results of the characterization of the obtained 
crystal will b.. reported elsewhere[9j. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCVSSIO~ 

The concentration of the ・puritiesin the 
zone refined uraniu・.etal is shown in Table 4. 
The result on the uraniu・beCorethe zone reCin-
ing is also shown as co・parison. The ・ini・u・
accuracy f)f the data is thought to be less than 
1 ppm. The ele・ents which can not be detected 
are not shown in Tahle 4. 

As deduced fro. the zone refining of th(> 
rare-eartt. ・etals，・etal1ic i.purities usual1y ・oveto th.. end edge of a rod "i th th.. ・olten
zone by the zone refining processing. That is 
attributed to the distribution factor of ・puri-
ties bet耐een the solid and the liquid phase" 
bping less than 副 unity・ The typical ele・ents
are iron and nickel as depicteL ;n Table 4. The 
elements whose concentration deccease totally by 
the zone refining. typical on(> is ・anganese.are 
t.hought to evaporate i n the process of thp zone 
refining in an ultra high vacuu・.Bphav ior of 
copper exhibited the lIixture of above t~o 
case-s. 

Thus. the beha，' iors of aJ.ost the illpuri-
ties can be e.<plained and the zone refining 前as
conrirmed to b.， err丹ctI¥"p for puri fication of 
the uraniu・・etalas far as the ・etallic i.pu-
rities are conc~rned. 

Ho~'e，'er. the behaviors of alu.inum and 

cakiu・ar.' strange. Tbes.予 t・OO ele‘ents in-
creaSf、d in their conc円ltr.ati011 ミrt.'r l h.. zon .. 
refining. .-¥5 for thE" calciua. ~t'" 雪u<'ssed that 
th... TsP 園出，.. bp th.... orj~in nf thl" conta.ill:t.tion. 
("ollcerning thp illcrease-of aluainu・concentrll-
tion. "e ":111 not ìdentif~' the SOUI"C(， at p....S(...t. 

'¥dding Up the concentration of th.，・puri-
t ies ""cept for calciu・and alu.inu. jn UU' ・ostpuriricd peaぞ.. !1 in Table U. ".. oblai，wt! 
th.. valll" 01" 36.! 百l.I'P・Jud.;illg f.o.. this 
..a1u.... tb♂t'nta.1 cot1centraticm or ・et"lIic 
i.purities in tI.... plJ rifi~d uraniu・isthOl1百IItto 
b.. le，"s tlran 100・asstp・.SlT・...think that tI.... 
higb J1urity ¥Jraltiu・.plalof 99.99 ，，1.% .."uld b，' 
ohlained. 

It is inter..still喧 to("0・p:¥re lh~ 、・~sult uf 
..heo:ical analysis with lhe r.r.r.. Fi.n町e6 is 
th(' r.r.r. of th.. urani・B・・..t:1I rod aft.... t1 ... 
all zone refininま processes. .-¥s stal<'d b...forp. 
th" r. r. r. is inCll1encpd by lhe .an~' ori哩ins.
Ho悩e本prt the- influpnce-s except for i.puri t ie-s 
ar... thought tn b(' al.ost t.h(' sa.・‘ jn ~\..pr~: part 
of the uraniu. rod. Furlher. judginl{ froll th .. 
cas(' of lh.. zon令 rt.afinin耳 of th.. rare-"arth 
IIl"tals， gaspous i.puri t i.." suc:-h as oxy喧pn.
nilro苦en..tc. are thou哩ht 1.0 be hard lo ・Il¥"e.
Th..refor...‘.e think that thゃ r.r.r. rpflects th .. 
concelltrat. ior: of ・..tallie illpurit.i...s to so・e
e"tent. But， aE th.. eff..c-ts of subslitutional ・L-t.allici.purities on thp eolectrical resisti¥"i-
t~. ... i 11 b.. ".al1.... co.parpd to that of inlerst i-
tial gaseous ・puriti('s. the chang... of tb(' 
r.r.r. is s・aller than that inferred fro. the 
deocrease of iapurities concentration. Anywa~，'， 
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Fig， 6 The r.r.r. a10ng uraniu・・"ta1r唱dpuri-
fied by the zone refining， The dotted line is 
guide for eyes. The r.r.... of uraniu・・etal
before the zone refining is about ten， 
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TABLE 4 Tha concentration of iapurltaa in «one rafinad uranium aatal ob
tained by ICP analysis. Tha labal a, b, c, 1,2 and 3 corraapond to thoaa in 
Fig. 5 • (*». PP». ) 

Al Ca Cr Cu Fa Hn Ni Pb SI Sn Za 

a 10 9.1 1.0 3.6 14.4 - 9.2 0.2 21.6 0 0.4 
b 10 3.5 2.3 6.7 S3.8 0 32.9 - 28.9 1.2 0.4 
c 10 4.6 4.2 11.1 188.4 0.2 98.8 0.2 66.7 6.6 0.8 
1 8 8.6 0.9 2.2 8.6 - 6.6 - 17.8 0.9 0.2 
2. 13 6.6 2.0 4.3 47.8 0 28.6 - 26.S 1.8 0.7 
3 26 11.2 4.2 7.1 146.2 0 80.3 0.6 70.0 4.6 1.0 

Befora s.r. 13 4.4 2.3 17.1 53.1 6.9 33.8 9.6 34.3 2.0 2.2 

although the situation of the r.r.r. is very 
coaplex, its result support the result of the 
ICP analysis. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We developed instruments for the purifica
tion of the uraniua aetals. Using the instru
ments, we carried out the purification of the 
uraniua metal. He performed the chemical analy
sis of the purified uraniua Metal using the ICP 
and checked the purity by the electrical resis
tivity measurement. The purity of the uraniua 
is thought to be improved to be 99.99X up. We 
are now synthesizing the highly pure uranium 
compounds using the purified uranium. 
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TABLB 4 The CODceDtrat孟ODof l8pQrlt・・ lD.0. reflD・d gr，・Dlua.・色a1ob-色・ln・d b7 ICP anal)Oa主・.The 1・b・1a， b， c， 1，1・ad3 correepoDCI to tbo嗣・ lD 
11'1.・5- (... ps-・3

Al Ca Cr cu F・h N1 pb 81 'D ZD 

ー
10 9.1 1.0 s.e 14.4 ・ 1.2 0.2 21.5 0 0.4 

b 10 3.52.3 8.T z SS.-a s a - ' - z，・I 1.2 0.4 

ー
10 4.8 4.2 11.1 188.4 0.2 98.' 0.2 88.7 8.5 0.8 

1 a 8.8 0.1 1.2 8.' ・ 5.5 11.1 0.1 0.2 
2_ 13 8.8 2.0 4.3 C7.8 0 21.5 ・ 21.5 1.8 0.7 
3 25 11.2 4.2 7.1 141.2 0 10.3 0.' 70.0 4.. 1.0 

Befor・s.r. 13 4.4 2.3 17.1 53.1 '.1 33.1・.8 34.3 2.0 1.2 

although the situation of the r. r. r. is very 
co.ple誕， its result support the result of the 
ICP analysis. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We developed instru・entsfor t~e purifica-
tion of the uraniu.・etals. !)sing the instru-
Ilellts， we carried out the pUI'ification of the 
uraniu・・etal.We perfor・edthe che・icalanal)--
sis of the purified uraniu. .etal using tbe ICP 
and checked the purity by the electrical resis-
tivity・easure.ent. The purity of the ur由主iu・
i s thought to be ・Iprovedto be 99.99% up. We 
are now synthesizing the bigbly pure 町 'aniu・
cOllpounds using tbe purified uraniu・・
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